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Abstract—In this project an open source tool for discovery
and analysis of abnormal immunoglobulin genes rearrangements
was developed. The main goal is in finding so-called ”footprints” -
small parts of incompletely rearranged V-segments in IGH genes.
Joint usage of publicly available databases, on-line markup IMGT
V-Quest and clonal families analyzer Partis allowed to prepare an
informative dataset, which was processed via the developed tool.
A few dependencies between patient phenotype and footprints
statistics were discovered.

I. INTRODUCTION

Immunoinformatics is one of the most challenging areas
of the modern medicine [1]. Its significant progress is due to
a rapid growth of availability of next generation sequencing
instruments (NGS) as well as a continuous development of
new algorithms oriented on immunological data processing.

For example, nowadays, repertoire sequencing (RepSeq) is
one of the most powerful way for adaptive immune system
analysis. Commonly based on Illumina paired-end sequenc-
ing technologies, RepSeq allows extracting immunoglobulin
genes sequences from a pool of B- or T-lymphocytes with
a high precision and coverage [2]. This data can be further
processed with various computer tools, e.g. for clonal trees
reconstruction, diversity analysis, investigation of fundamental
phenomenon in affinity maturation etc. [3], [4], [5].

A prevalence of RepSeq allowed the researchers discover-
ing new interrelations of antibodies features and different dis-
eases. Thus, high-throughput sequencing data is successfully
used in development of tumor biomarkers as well as cancer
immunotherapy [6]. In [7] the researchers have discovered
significant similarity of clones in immune-related lesions and
tumor, which indicated that immune response may be elicited
against antigens located in tumor and distant organs. Authors
of [8] propose a new melanoma therapy, which effectiveness

was proved among other things by means of neoantigen-
specific T-cells repertoire capturing. A plenty of other exam-
ples may be found in [9].

Besides mentioned, RepSeq was applied for discovery and
investigation of VH-replacement phenomena (VHR). VHR
is an abnormal antibody gene rearrangement in which a
rearranged gene segment is not completely removed [10].
The remaining small piece of it (a so-called footprint) may
significantly change properties of antibody [11]. In recent
papers, authors have shown that VHR plays important role
in HIV broadly neutralizing antibodies formation [12] as well
as clonal lines shaping in lymphocytic leukemia [13].

However, despite the obvious relevance of VHR investiga-
tion, nowadays there is the only one tool, devoted to its analysis
- VH Replacement Footprint Analyzer-I (VHRFA-I) [14]. This
tool has a wide functionality and usability providing a powerful
support for conducting various research concerning footprints.
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, VHRFA-I is not
available in the public domain.

Thus, the goal of our project is a creation of simple yet use-
ful open source tool, allowing users to perform basic operations
with antibody genes sequences: downloading, segmentation,
potential footprints extraction and general statistic analysis.
This tool may be further used as a component of more complex
pipeline, oriented on VHR analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a brief overview of biological aspects of VH-
replacement. In Section III we present chosen tools and
databases for pipeline development. Section IV is devoted
to an auxiliary program created for automatic interaction
with IMGT/V-QUEST (on-line sequence alignment software
oriented on immunoglobulin genes [15]). In Sections V and
VI a whole pipeline description and its application examples
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are given respectively. The paper is finalized with

Conclusions.

II. BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF VH-REPLACEMENT

A. Phenomenon of VH-replacement

During an adaptive immune response to pathogens, a
maturation of highly specialized cells, B-lymphocytes, occurs.
This process passes through the stages of pro- and then pre-B
lymphocytes, at the end of which a unique pair of the light
and heavy chains of the immunoglobulin is expressed on the
surface of the cell.

The sequence of immunoglobulin heavy chain is formed by
recombination of the V-, D- and J-segments initially located
in a germline (see Fig. 1). In order for recombination to
occur, the proteins of RAG-1 and RAG-2 must be connected to
short signal sequences (recombination signal sequences, RSS)
flanking each segment in the germline [11].

Fig. 1. The process of classical V-, D- and J- recombination

However, in spite of the huge variety of sequences provided
by this mechanism, the inaccuracies of the segment rearrange-
ment generate a large number of nonfunctional sequences, two-
thirds of which are outside the reading frame [11].

In model mice it was noticed that some of the already
formed IgH sequences soon after the first recombination un-
dergoes a second one, that edits the existing unproductive
sequence [16], [17]. The additional recombination is called
VH-replacement and occurs in at least 5% of the human
immunoglobulin repertoire [18]. The same frequency was
calculated for the phenomenon of VHR in wild-type mice,
but in mice with an autoreactive-prone phenotype and patients
suffering from autoimmune diseases, this frequency was sig-
nificantly higher [19], [20].

Since the discovery of this phenomenon, the replacement
of VH has been actively studied in transgenic mouse models,
including mice that were genetically engineered to contain
two non-productively rearranged heavy chain alleles [21],
as well as in human cell lines and human blood. Together
with the error correction mechanism, it makes an additional
contribution to the diversity of the Ig repertoire.

B. Disrupting of 12/23 rule during VH-replacement

The original RSSs are heptamer (CACTGTG) and nonamer
(GGTTTTTGT), which are separated by a spacer with a size
of 12 bp or 23 bp [10]. According to a rule 12/23, classical
recombination occurs between gene segments flanked by RSSs
with different lengths. In the future, if the sequence after
rearrangement requires additional recombination, rule 12/23 is
disrupted via the previous excision of all remaining D-genes
and its flanking RSSs with 12-bp spacers. For this reason, a
new recombination occurs between the upstream V-segment
flanked by 23-spacer RSS and highly conserved cryptic RSS
(cRSS; TACTGTG) located closer to 3 end of the sequence.
As a result, the footprint of a preexisting V-gene remains in
the sequence after the replacement (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. An upstream heavy chain variable gene segment (VH) invades a
preexisting rearrangement (VDJ)

C. VH-replacement in Central and Peripheral Organs of Im-
munopoiesis

There are several hypotheses whether the VH-replacement
occurs in pre- and pro-B lymphocytes in the bone marrow, or
it can be detected in B-lymphocytes in organs of peripheral
immunopoiesis.

The theory that the VHR occurs in bone marrow is sup-
ported by the evidence of N-additions in junction sequences
of IgH knock-in mice that have undergone VHR [22]. An
addition of random nucleotides (N-nucleotides) by the TdT
enzyme, which is maximally expressed in stage of pro- and
pre-B lymphocytes, indirectly indicates that VHR occurs at or
near the time of conventional IgH gene rearrangement.

D. Criteria for footprint search and list of footprint sequences

According to mentioned patterns and peculiarities of V-
segments location in a germline, researchers proposed several
criteria that make it possible to distinguish a footprint from a
random sequence [10].

Criteria 1. Footprint should be in N1 zone (zone formed
after random N-nucleotide addition and located between V-
and D-genes in rearranged sequence).

Criteria 2. Footprint V-gene should be located before
sequence V-gene in the locus.

Criteria 3. Footprint can not appear from VH6.1 gene.
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Further in our research we used these criteria for footprint
search. The sequences of footprint was taken from supplemen-
tary material of the paper [20].

III. COMPONENTS OF DEVELOPED TOOL

Currently a lot of data is available in on-line immunological
databases. It provides a possibility to make analysis which was
not available before. These databases contains data about B-
and T-cell epitopes [23], raw sequences [24], HIV sequences
[25] and many other. However, the raw data in most cases
cannot be applied directly and have to be analyzed for a
meaningful information extraction. Most of the biological data
is unstructured (DNA or protein sequences, mutations and
e.t.c.) and complex algorithms are required to work with it.
Some of the core algorithms are implemented in online tools
that do not require installation or a lot of prerequisite steps.
Some of these tools will be described below.

One of the common tasks in immunoinformatics is V-D-J
rearrangement analysis. The goal is to identify V-D-J genes
and find their positions. The most common tools for this task
are V-Quest [26] and IgBlast [27]. These tools are based on
alignment of known sequences of genes and provide quite
accurate results. Also these tools have an option to provide
scores for each found gene and the researcher may use this
information to decide to accept the result or to reject it.

However, these tools have some limitations: the alignment-
based algorithm may give the wrong results if genes in
sequences have mutations or are not in tool database.

To avoid the limitation of alignment-based algorithms the
family of stochastic algorithms was created [28], [29]. These
algorithms are based of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and
can identify V-D-J genes correctly even if these genes have
mutations. This approach has limitations too: it requires the
HMM model to run and the results depend from the train
dataset.

In our research we used alignment based tools because
they are more reliable and are widely used. To compare and
choose between IgBlast and V-quest tools we performed a
series tests of a short dataset [30]. We chose this dataset
because only individuals homozygous for the most common
genotypes, IGHV3-23*01 and IGHJ6*02, were included in
this study [30]. The results of IgBlast and V-quest were quite
similar but V-quest is possible to detect the N1-zone position
and characterize the sequence as productive or unproductive.
Due to this reason we chose V-quest as a component of our
tool.

Despite the easiness of use of the chosen web-based online
tool, it has the crucial limitation for researches: most of the
tools has limitations for the number of data for single run (V-
Quest can accept only 50 sequences at once). In our research
we had more than 32 thousand of sequences for analysis and
manual running of the tool could be too time consuming. To
solve this problem weve developed a web-bot, described in the
next section.

For analysis of VH-replacement process we used the data
from NCBI nucleotide database [31]. To find the relevant data
we used the search query ”(immunoglobulin heavy chain)
AND ”Homo Sapiens” NOT ”pseudogene” and chose the

next filters: Molecule Type - ”Genomic DNA/RNA”, Source
databases - ”INSDC (GeneBank)”, Sequence length - ”up to
500 bp”. Thus, we retrieved 32301 sequences totally.

The general structure of developed tool is shown in Fig. 3
and will be discussed in further sections.

Fig. 3. General structure of developed tool

IV. WEB-BOT FOR AUTOMATED REQUESTS GENERATION

A. Summary of solution

It was necessary to solve the problem with the limitations
of the IMGT V-quest due to the large amounts of experimental
data. Routine parameter input for every fifty sequences makes
any statistical processing extremely difficult and long.

The solution we developed is a web-bot that allows the
researcher to automate the processing of large amounts of
data subject to the limitation described above. We came to the
conclusion that a suitable basis for our objective is Selenium
Web-Driver [32]. Selenium is a software library with the open
source code, which is widely represented for a number of
the most popular web browsers and compatible with such
programming languages as C#, Python, JavaScript and others.
This module emulates user behavior on the site, what allows
to set parameters once and then implement the repetition of
their setting by Selenium API. Also, the reason for choosing
this software was a number of performance advantages over
other similar tools [33].

As a result of our work we present the program that
automates requests to IMGT for huge datasets and includes an
interface for configuring the search parameters that are specific
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to a particular task. Result of program execution is a table in
CSV-format that contains data required for the researcher.

In addition to Selenium, we used the following libraries
and modules.

TABLE I. LIBRARIES USED IN THE TOOL

Library (function) Description
SeqIO (from BioPython) Module allows to parse the data stored in fasta-

files.

CSV We decided to record the data from the V-quest in
.csv format due to its popularity and usability.

Re (Regular Expression) For parse output of the V-quest we used regular
expression operations.

Argparse Provides an opportunity to use command-line ar-
guments when starting the program, such as a path
to the data file, choosing species and receptor type
or locus.

B. Output processing

The developed program initially opens a browser window
where the address of the V-quest website is transferred, then
the algorithm gets lists of available species and receptor types
or loci. After this operation, the user is asked to select the
settings that are mentioned above. Chosen settings will be used
for next iterations (with this data) as a preset which frees user
up from the necessity of selection them every fifty sequences.

Through the use of the temporary file, the entire data file
will be loaded into the V-quest system by fifty sequences at a
time. Each operation of this cycle will end with output parsing
and recording of received data to the CSV table. Specifically,
the analysis of V-quest output was carried out by the following
regular expression (see Table II).

As a result, the user receives a table with the markup of
only productive sequences. By launching web-bot for test and
working datasets weve got the following performance:

• 67 minutes for processing test dataset (6k sequences)

• 269 minutes for processing our working dataset (32k
sequences)

V. PIPELINE FOR VH-DISCOVERY AND ANALYSIS

In order to estimate the frequency of VH-replacement
occurrence, we have created a pipeline that allows to detect
(corresponding to the above-mentioned criteria) footprints in
the N1 zone of immunoglobulin H sequences.

Antibodies are produced by B-cells of the immune system.
During the penetration of some foreign object into the organ-
ism, immune system makes an accurate selection of antibodies
for a particular pathogen [34]. After finding a specific antigen,
this B-cell receives a signal for reproduction, it undergoes a
clonal expansion, as a result of which the organism contains
a population of a single B-cell clones that produces the same
antibodies containing the same footprint (see Fig. 4).

Therefore, in order to avoid a dependence of dataset items,
the first step of our work was an application of Partis tool
to separate our sequences into the clonal families and form a
clonal-independent sample. Partis is a HMM-based framework
and it can do sequence annotation, simulation, clonal family,
and germline inference, but we have used only separation into

TABLE II. REGULAR EXPRESSION FOR OUTPUT PARSING

RegEx part Description
0: ID_csv = re.compile(r""" # beginning of the regular ex-

pression

1: >(?P<ID>AB[\d]6\.[\d]1) # searching for ID of each
record and save it as a group

2: [\s\S]*? # passing all symbols to next
pattern, using lazy quantifier

3: Result[\s]summary:[\s]; # searching information about
[\s]*(?P<Functionality> the functionality of the
(Productive)|(Unproductive)| V-domain
(Unknown)|(No[\s]results)|
(Productive[\s]with[\s]
comments)|())
4: [\s\S]*? # passing all symbols to next

pattern, using lazy quantifier

5: V-GENE\sand\sallele; # searching for position of a
Homsap\s(?P<position> gene in the germline
[A-Z\d\s]*
6: [\s\S]*? # passing all symbols to next

pattern, using lazy quantifier

7: CDR3-IMGT[\s]* # searching for CDR3-IMGT
header

8: (?P<CD_start>[\d]+)\.\. # searching for numeric, that
inform in which position
CDR3 region started and save
it as a group

9: (?P<CD_stop>[\d]+) # searching for numeric, that
inform in which position
CDR3 region ended and save
it as a group

10: [\s \S]*? # passing all symbols to next
pattern, using lazy quantifier

11: N1-REGION[\s]* # searching for N1-REGION
header

12: (?P<N1_start>[\d]+) # searching for numeric, that
inform in which position N1
region started and save it as a
group

13: \.\.(?P<N1_stop>[\d]+) # searching for numeric, that
inform in which position N1
region ended and save it as a
group

14: [\s \S]*? # passing all symbols to next
pattern, using lazy quantifier

15: /nucleotide\ssequence[\s] searching for a sequence

*(?P<N1_seq>[agtcAGTC]*) of N1-region

16: [\s \S]*? # passing all symbols to next
pattern, using lazy quantifier

17: /translation
18: """, re.VERBOSE) # ending of the regular expres-

sion. re.VERBOSE - is a flag
that makes expression more
readable

the clonal families [28]. Due to the fact that there were no more
than eight sequences in each clonal family, we have selected
one sequence from each clonal family randomly. The second
step of our work was the use of a tool named V-quest, based on
alignment on the germline (various V, D, J genes), for marking
N1 zones between V and D genes, inside the CDR3 zone [26].
According to the literature data, footprints must be located in
the N1 zone, and we should look for them in this part of
antibody (see Fig. 5).

The third stage was the search of footprints in N1 zones of
clonal-independent antibody sequences. For this purpose, we
created a script that performs exact and inexact search for foot-
prints. The exact search is to find the substring (footprint se-
quence) in the string (N1 zone sequence). However, according
to the literature data in the peripheral blood (outside the bone
marrow) there is a process called somatic hypermutagenesis
[34]. Somatic hypermutation is a point nucleotide replacement
in the antibody sequence (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. Clonal expansion of a specific B-cell

Fig. 5. N1 zone location in IGH sequence

This process helps further to adjust the antibody speci-
ficity to the antigen and presumably can mask footprints.
Consequently, detected frequency of VH-replacement can be
incorrect. Therefore, we applied a local alignment algorithm
with a single permissible mismatch.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

As a part of our study, we have downloaded data from
GenBank that included immunoglobulin H sequences. After
that, we have ejected article titles for each group of sequences
and divided our data into the phenotypic groups. Phenotypic
groups included healthy people, people with autoimmune
diseases, lymphomas, leukemia, chronic and acute infections
(see Table III).

TABLE III. PHENOTYPIC GROUPS OF ANTIBODY SEQUENCES

Phenotype Number of sequences
Healthy people 2742

Systemic lupus erythematosus 1257

Multiple sclerosis 202

X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome 994

Wegeners granuloma 160

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 741

Hodgkin lymphoma 98

Non-Hodgkin lymphomas 328

Hepatitis C 317

HIV-1 80

Infectious mononucleosis 130

Acute viral and bacterial infections 249

Pneumococcal vaccine 97

Fig. 6. Somatic hypermutation

Then we have applied the search described above to estab-
lish the frequency of VH-replacement in people with different
phenotypes and obtained the following results:

1) Exact search: During exact search we have found that
VH-replacement frequency significantly increases for
subjects infected with HIV-1, as well as for ones
vaccinated against pneumococcus (see Fig. 7).

2) Inexact search: During inexact search we obtained
a similar trend, but we see a significant increase of
VH-replacement frequency for subjects with multiple
sclerosis, X-linked hyper-IgM syndrome, HIV-1, in-
fectious mononucleosis and people vaccinated against
pneumococcus. However, for subjects with systemic
lupus erythematosus VH-replacement frequency de-
creases (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Percent of sequences with footprint (exact search)

Fig. 8. Percent of sequences with footprint (inexact search)
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The results obtained are consistent with the previous re-
search previously described in [20].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this project a flexible tool for immunoglobulins foot-
prints analysis was developed. Application of this tool allowed
to discover a few statistically significant dependencies between
VH-replacement frequency and phenotype. For example pneu-
mococcal vaccination significantly increases its rate.

The further extension of this project may be as follows:

• perform relevant biological analysis of found depen-
dencies;

• extend statistical analysis towards footprints positions;

• make a detailed research of footprints statistics on
high-quality problem-oriented datasets, e.g. comparing
B-cells rearrangements before and after vaccination.

The developed tool is available at [35].
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